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Know Your Invisible Enemies...How To Defeat Them Chosen
Books
Every believer eventually has to face the fact that they have an
adversary -the Devil.Your adversary has one goal in mind and
that is your destruction. How we deal with our adversary will
determine whether or not we live a life of victory or defeat. This
book provides the reader with the necessary steps they must
take if they are going to overcome and emerge victorious. The
author expounds on the life of King Hezekiah and the steps he
took to overcome the most powerful army in the World at that
time. These same truths can be applied today in our warfare
against our adversary the Devil.
Destroying Curses in the Courts of Heaven Destiny Image
Publishers
There is a great struggle that lies before everyone on earth because
the world is a battleground, likened to warfare, wrestling and
fighting place. A lot of people have failed and fallen in the day of
battle because they underestimated the enemies, they used wrong
weapon or fail to put on the whole armor of God. Others were
busy fighting the wrong battle but this series "Confront and
Conquer your Enemy" exposes the worst enemy of mankind from
the start. All that you need to confront and conquer your enemies
and achieve victory is in this book. There are people that are born,
they lived and died under the captivity of their enemies. The
enemy you do not confront can never be conquered, no matter
how long you wait or wish for freedom. You will discover the right
enemy and the right weapons to use in other to conquer them
without much struggle or an atom of negotiation.
The Adversary Penguin
In this modern-day collection of our
enemy’s activities, learn to anticipate how
Satan will attack and discern powerful
techniques to preemptively fight against
him. Learn to fight against the Devil.
Through biblical examples and engaging
stories from Beth Guckenberger’s own life
experiences, become equipped and encouraged
to battle Satan with boldness and wisdom.
Throw the First Punch will teach readers
how to fight by: Anticipating how Satan
will attack spiritually, emotionally, and
physically Discerning specific techniques
to preemptively fight against the Enemy
Understanding the limitations God has
placed on the Enemy Confidently engaging
the power they have as co-heirs with Christ
This resource teaches readers to draw up a
spiritual combat plan and be prepared to
enter into the battles of everyday life.
Live in the power and freedom God created
for you, and throw the first punch!

Confront and Conquer Your Enemy Chosen Books
Our enemies can be a blessing in disguise--if only
we recognize and face them head-on. Human nature
tells us to flee our enemies, but Ron Carpenter will
challenge you to embrace them.
Accessing the Courts of Heaven Contemporary Fighting Arts, LLC
When was the last time you walked up to a predator and said, "Help
yourself"? And yet, that's exactly what we're doing when we fail to listen
to the loud warnings of Christ. We're talking about an unseen predator, the
flesh-ripper and marauder of all mankind, who slithers about killing,
destroying and pillaging for centuries on end, without ever being
identified. Meantime, a loving God gets all the blame. In 'Know Your
Adversary' Pastor Caprietta finally gives us the complete encyclopedia on
the predator's profile - where he came from, what he does, and how to stop
him once and for all. 'Know Your Adversary' is a real eye-opener. It's the
go-to-book for creating a better quality of life for your family, ministry,
finances and health. Don't keep the information to yourself. You'll want to
buy a few copies and pass them around.

Unmasking the Devil Resilient Publishing
In the last few years, an increasing number of Christians are
appearing in the courts of heaven to answer accusations that
were brought against them by an adversary. As a result, illnesses
have vanished, legal proceedings have been halted and demonic
attacks suddenly stopped. Do we write these things off as
coincidence? Or is there power in the verdicts that come from

the court of heaven? Many Christians are surprised when they
first hear that the courts of heaven are real. Many more have
been shocked at how their lives have changed after appearing in
court to face their adversary. The courts are places where the
legal proceedings of heaven are carried out. Cases are brought
before a judge, witnesses testify and rulings are handed down. In
an earthly court, when an accusation is brought against you and
it goes unanswered, even if you're innocent, it can cause legal
problems. Whenever your're accused, you must appear to answer
the accusation. Otherwise the court must find you guilty. Many
of us are being accused right now by an adversary and aren't
aware of it. When the accusation goes unanswered, our
adversary wins by default and is able to afflict or oppress us.
Isn't it time you learned how to present your case in the court of
heaven? With the same down-to-earth teaching style used in
Divine Healing Made Simple, Praying Medic clearly explains
what the courts of heaven are and why we may want to appear in
them. Even the least experienced believer will be able to boldly
go before the court of heaven and obtain victory after they read
the Bible-based teaching, and testimonies provided in this book.
Defeating Your Adversary in the Court of Heaven answers the
most common questions people have about the courts of heaven.
It explains why, when and how we can appear there and how to
obtain victory over our accuser. There's even a simple, step-by-
step protocol that shows you exactly what to say, when
Defeating the Enemy Destiny Image Publishers
Here is an illuminating study of the devil from a veteran seminary
professor and author. "This work uses the light of Scripture to expose
the person and methods of Satan . . . Competent books on this subject
are not plentiful. . . . Pentecost gives us a very useful survey of
information on Satan."--"Christianity Today."
Confront and Conquer Your Enemy (Book 1) Multnomah
Angels Are Waiting For You More and more believers are appearing
in the courts of heaven. As a result, illnesses have vanished, legal
proceedings against them have been halted and demonic attacks have
suddenly stopped. Many Christians are surprised when they learn that
there is a place in heaven where angels are waiting to assist them.
The court of angels is real. It's a place where angels gather and offer
their service to us. Whether it's healing an illness, removing demonic
oppression or causing a storm to cease its destruction, thousands of
angels are waiting for you to appear in heaven and ask for their help.
Building on the foundations established in the book Defeating Your
Adversary in the Court of Heaven, Praying Medic continues his
study of the courts and councils of heaven. In volume 2 of this series,
he explores the Court of Angels. You'll learn about the different
types of angels, why you may want to appear there and how, with
their help, you can take the next step in fulfilling your divine destiny.
What you'll learn: What the court of angels is The different types of
angels Why you should appear in the court of angels How to appear
in court How to know if angels are present Asking for angelic
assistance
When the Enemy Strikes CreateSpace
Spiritual warfare is real, and we are all involved whether we like it or not.
The Bible plainly tells us that Satan schemes against humanity and that he
wants to devour us. Daily we struggle against Satan's strategies and desire
to take over God’s kingdom. This battle will not go away, and ignoring it
could be disastrous. But don't be afraid. The victory is already won by
Christ. No enemy is powerful enough to overcome the risen savior. In
these pages, Mark Bubeck exposes the reality of the conflict and the hope
believers have. He answers such questions as: What is Satan's strategy in
spiritual warfare? Can a Christian be oppressed by demons? Can demonic
affliction be passed down through family lines? What are the symptoms of
demonic activity in a person's life? Having sold more than 350,000 copies
worldwide, this bestseller will help the reader triumph in the battle against
demonic activity by relying on the almighty and powerful Son of God.

Overcoming the Adversary Regnery Publishing
There is a great struggle that lies before everyone on earth
because the world is a battle ground, likened to warfare,
wrestling and fighting place. A lot of people has failed and
fallen in the day of battle because they underestimated the
enemies, they used wrong weapon or fail to put on the whole
armor of God. Others were busy fighting the wrong battle but
this book "CONFRONT and CONQUER" exposes the worst
enemy of mankind from the start. All that you need to confront
and conquer your enemies and achieve victory is in this book.
There are people that are born, they lived and died under the
captivity of their enemies. The enemy you do not confront can
never be conquered, no matter how long you wait or wish for
freedom. You will discover the right enemy and the right
weapons to use in other to conquer them without much struggle
or an atom of negotiation.
Tony Evans Speaks Out on Prayer Chosen Books
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New
York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for anyone interested in
gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control – from the author
of The Laws of Human Nature. In the book that People magazine

proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers
have distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential
laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl
Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry
Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws teach the need for prudence (“Law 1:
Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law
28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-
preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though,
has one thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and
arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether your
aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.
Why We Fight Kregel Publications
The Armor of God: Your Key to Victory Right now, there is a real
spiritual battle going on in the unseen realm. Every Christian must
equip themselves against the forces of darkness. Victory is possible
when we use the full armor of God described in Ephesians 6. In
Pastor Phil Hoppers first book, Defeating the Enemy, he helped
identify the devils strategies. Now, in The Weapons of Our Warfare,
Pastor Hopper takes readers to the next level of spiritual warfare!
Learn how to: Break free from Satans strongholds: learn how to
overcome destructive life patterns. Exercise your Kingdom authority:
engage the enemy from a place of victory. Use the full Armor of
God: understand the spiritual significance and practical application of
each piece of the armor. Spiritual warfare is a call to arms. Use the
Armor of God to claim your victory and demolish the enemys work
in your life today!
Armed and Dangerous Destiny Image Publishers
The Christian life isn't very complicated; but we've made it so
through our ignorance of principles central to the Christian
walk. There are some basics with which people need to be
equipped to live a more victorious Christian life. Tony Evans
has heard the people's cry for these sometimes difficult
principles to be made simple and explained clearly and
succinctly. In his new Tony Evans Speaks Out . . . booklet
series, Evans tackles four basic elements of Christianity with a
clarity and simplicity characteristic of his popular style.
Confront and Conquer Your Enemy (Book 2) Moody Publishers
Satanist-Turned-Evangelist Gives You the Inside Strategy to Defeat
the Devils Plans! Many people, even Christians, deny the devils
power. John Ramirez doesnt have that luxuryhe experienced the
prince of darkness up close and personal. In the impoverished streets
of the South Bronx, John Ramirez found acceptance from a family of
witches and warlocks. These practitioners of dark arts trained him to
be a high-ranking satanic priesta story told in his first book, Out of
the Devils Cauldron. However, everything changed when he met the
living Christ. In Unmasking the Devil, John Ramirez shares an
insider view of how satan operates so you can avoid his traps and
learn how to: discern between the voice of God that directs to victory
and satans voice that leads to destruction. close the demonic doors
satan uses to enter your life: entertainment, unhealthy relationships,
greed, and false religion. activate the spiritual weapons of prayer,
intercession, and Scripture to render hell powerless over your life.
recognize how the spirits of Jezebel and Delilah attempt to infiltrate
the church, create disunity, and render Gods people powerless. No
army goes into battle without first knowing the tactics of their
enemy. Receive behind-the-scene glimpses of satans strategies and
equip yourself to live victoriously over the powers of darkness!
Spiritual warfare is a must for every Christian if they are going to
survive in the coming years, says John Ramirez. Its time to stop
playing patty-cake with the devil and learn how to put hell on notice.
The Bigger They Are, The Harder They Fall Destiny Image Publishers
Your greatest regret at the end of your life will be the lions you didn't
chase. You will look back longingly on risks not taken, opportunities not
seized, and dreams not pursued. Stop running away from what scares you
most and start chasing the God-ordained opportunities that cross your path.
In a Pit with a Lion on a Snowy Day is inspired by one of the most obscure
yet courageous acts recorded in Scripture, a blessed and audacious act that
left no regrets: “Benaiah chased a lion down into a pit. Then, despite the
snow and slippery ground, he caught the lion and killed it” (2 Samuel
23:20 -21). Unleash the lion chaser within! #InAPit “Mark has become one
of the most important voices for a new generation. Anything he touches
changes lives. Read this book and you’ll see what I mean.” — Craig
Groeschel, pastor of Life.Church, author of Chazown and Dare to Drop the
Pose “As a leader and teacher, Mark Batterson brings imagination, energy,
and insight. I appreciate his willingness to take bold risks and go to
extraordinary lengths to reach our culture with a message that is truly
relevant.” — Ed Young, senior pastor, Fellowship Church “Don’t settle for
a normal life. Conquer your fears, accept His anointing, jump into that pit,
chase the lion, and watch God’s Kingdom come in amazing ways.” —
Christine Caine, founder of Propel Women, author of Unashamed

Next-Level Spiritual Warfare Zondervan
No More Delay! God is passionate about you fulfilling your
purpose! In fact, there are books in Heaven that record your
destiny and purpose. Their pages describe the very reason you
were placed on the Earth. And yet, there is a war against your
destiny being fulfilled. Your archenemy, the devil, knows that
as you occupy your...
The 48 Laws of Power Moody Publishers
There is a great struggle that lies before everyone on earth because the
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world is a battleground, likened to warfare, wrestling and fighting place. A
lot of people have failed and fallen in the day of battle because they
underestimated the enemies, they used wrong weapon or fail to put on the
whole armor of God. Others were busy fighting the wrong battle but this
series "Confront and Conquer your Enemy" exposes the worst enemy of
mankind from the start. All that you need to confront and conquer your
enemies and achieve victory is in this book. There are people that are born,
they lived and died under the captivity of their enemies. The enemy you do
not confront can never be conquered, no matter how long you wait or wish
for freedom. You will discover the right enemy and the right weapons to
use in other to conquer them without much struggle or an atom of
negotiation.
On War David C Cook
There are monitoring spirits around which monitor people. Perhaps you are
wondering how your enemies know your secrets or what you are up to and
every move you make, or perhaps you do not understand how the enemy
knows that you are at the edge of a breakthrough and he comes and
truncates it.They get this information through monitoring powers on a
suicide mission sent to follow you. The only way to be free is to know how
to destroy these evil monitors.Find that out in this book and receive total
freedom from the evil monitors.
Monitoring Spirits Dag Heward-Mills
When you’re about to fight a thug on the street and you have to look up to
stare into his eyes, you’re bound to feel up pang of fear. But follow the
solid strategies and self-defense techniques presented by self-defense
maverick and innovator Sammy Franco, and the fight will end with your
attacker looking up at you in confusion as he crashes to the ground.
Sammy Franco was concerned that no book on the market successfully
tackled the specific problem of fighting a larger, stronger opponent. In The
Bigger They Are, The Harder They Fall, he addresses that all-important
issue and delivers the solid information you’ll need to win a street fight
when the odds seem stacked against you. The Bigger They Are, The
Harder They Fall will teach you: How to avoid panic and intimidation •
The do’s and don’ts of fighting a massive fighter • The five best knock-
out targets • What works, what doesn’t, and why • How to avoid the
ground fight • Workout routines • Equipment training • Step-by-step
fighting combinations • And much, much more. In this one-of-a-kind skill
building workbook, Sammy Franco calls upon his 30+ years of experience
as a reality-based self-defense expert to prepare you both mentally and
physically for the fight of your life. Unless you’re a lineman for the NFL,
there may come a day when you will face an opponent who can dominate
you through sheer mass and power. Read and study this book before that
day comes.
Know Your Adversary Thomas Nelson
Why do some people pray in agreement with Gods will, heart and
timing, yet the desired answers do not come? Why would God not
respond when we pray from the earnestness of our hearts? What is
the problem, or better yet, what is the solution? Robert Henderson
believes the answer is found in where your prayer actually takes
place. We must direct our prayer towards the Courts of Heaven and
not only the battlefield. Robert shows that it is in the courtrooms of
Heaven where our breakthroughs can be found. When you learn to
operate there you will see your answers unlocked and released. This
book will teach you the legal processes of Heaven and how to
operate in its courts. When you get off the battlefield and into the
courtroom you can grant God the legal clearance to fulfill His
passion and answer your prayers.
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